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Abstract

The development of techniques for real-time in-situ imaging of surfaces and for

spatially resolved c ic imaging of surfaces is reviewed. The capabilities of Feld-
Ion Microscopy, In-Situ Transmission Electron Microscopy, Low-Energy Electron

Microscopy, Point Projection Microscopy, In-Situ Scanning Electron Microscopy, Near-
Field Scanning Optical Microscopy, Photo-emission electron microscopy, Plane-view

Transmission Electron Micracopy, Reflection Electron Microscopy, Scanning Electron

Microscopy with Polarization Analysis, Scanning Micro-cathodoluminescence, and
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy are summarized.
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L Overview

The Workshop on New and Emerging Techniques for Imaging Surfaces was

organized to bring together scientists working in the forefront of imaging technologie to
allow exchange of information, to compare the capabilities of existing technologies, and
to asses the most promising directions of future research. In organizing the confrence,
a specific decision was made to limit the scope of the conference to imaging, as opposed

to diffraction analysis (LEED, RI-EED, photo-emision holography). This decision was

made to keep a very tight focus to the conference, and in no way reflects a lack of

appreciation of the very important advances that are being made in surface

crystallography.

The conference was held in April of 1993. Thirty-eight scientists attended the

workshop, of whom fourteen were invited speakers (Table 1). The invited speakers were

requested to provide detailed written technical information about the microscopic
techniques which they presented. This information was collated and served as the basis

for a discussion held on the last day of the conference, in which the attendees considered
the most important new opportunities presented by the recent developments in

microscopy. The conclusions of that discussion are summarized in the following sections,

and in tables II-IV.

II. New Opportunities in Microscopy

While a wide range of different techniques was presented, two over-riding themes

in the new developments were apparent. These were 1) The development of capabilities

for real-time in situ measurements, and 2) The development of capabilities for
correlating "spectroscopicm properties with structural properties with nanometer (or

better) resolution. Many of the techniques discussed can be used in either of these two

modes. However, at present,there is a trade-off between the two capabilities: one
generally obtains additional spectroscopic information only by sacrificing acquisition
rate or resolution. Increasing the signal-to-noise of the different techniques to allow
both types of capabilities to be realized simultaneously will remain one of the technical

challenges of future work on instrumentation. However, the present level of capabilities

already allow unprecedented opportunities for investigations of surface properties, with

the potential for qualitative advances in our ability to understand and control surface
processes.
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IIUa Real-Tume, In-Situ Measurements

Control of any surface modification technique requires understanding the

kinetics of the process, This has remained one of the outstanding challenges in Surface

Science, because virtually all measurements possible to date have probed some indirect

and average result of the kinetics. Because the data thus obtained is influenced by many
individual kinetic steps, deducing the important governing mechanisms and rates can
only be accomplished by making generally unrealistic simplifying assumptions. Until
very recently, the one exception to this rule has been Field Ion Microscopy (FIM),
which, as illustrated in Fig. 1, has the capability of measuring kinetic processes, in a

snap-shot mode, with atomic resolution [1-5]. The formalism of this type of
measurement allows one to begin with the simplicity of individual atomic events, and to
use those to construct the compiexity of real systems. With the advent of more general

real-time imaging capabilities, the philosophy developed in FIM is now realistically

available to a wide variety of materials and processing conditions. The importance of
applying such measurements in real time under real processing conditions has been
demonstrated, for instance, by the powerful diagnostic capabilities of RHEED during
MBE growth (6-81. Recent advances in UHV-TEM have demonstrated the possibility
of dynamic high-temperature studies of surfaces viewed in cross section 19,101.

Real-time, in-situ measurements require both the capability for rapid imaging,

and the means for introducing sample processing conditions simultaneously with the
measurement. The speed of imaging is generally limited either by signal-to-noise, or by

data acquisition capabilities. Including the capability for in-situ sample processing
generally places constraints on the mechanical design of the instrument, which may in
turn introduce trade-offs in the resolution or speed of the measurement. In general, we
may comment that the electron beam methods (Reflection Electron Microscopy (REM),
Scanning Reflection Electron Microscopy (SREM) and Low-Energy Electron
Microscopy (LEEM)) facilitate high imaging speeds (real time) and high sample
temperatures, whereas the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) avoids the geometric
distortions of the reflection methods while providing higher resolution. Rapid advance:s
in high temperature and higher speed STM are anticipated. The UHV Plane-View

Transmission Electron Microscopy (Plane-view TEM) work is a special case (see below)
which avoids geometric distortion. The LEEM and Photoelectron Emission Micrscopy
(PELM) teciiniques also avoid geometric image distortion, but are limited in resolution.

Interestingly, the fastest measurements achieved with the electron beam techniques have
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been limited not only by the signal-co-noise of microscope, but also by the data

acquisition technology, to video rates of 30 frames per second.

REM. LEEM and Pl2ne-view TEM

All three of these techniques are based on the electron scattering mechanisms
and electron focusing techniques of standard electron micrascopies. Each achieves

surface sensitivity in a different way. In REM, the incident electron beam is directed
onto the sample at razing inciderc at an energy of - 100 keV [11,121. This redlts in
good spatial resolution (-10vW at video rates, I nm in static mode) in the direction
perpendicular to the beam. REM imaging of real time processes, illustrated in Fig. 2, has
been demonstrated for growth, for electromigration and for thermally induced structural

changes on surfaces at temperatures as high as 12000C [13-161. In LEEM [17-20], the
sample serves as an element in a retarding immersion lens, allowing the incident beam to
be slowed to surface sensitive LEED energies (-5-200 eV) for normal incidence on the
sample. The back-scattered electrons are then reaccelerated through the immersion lens
for focusing in the inmage arm of the microscope. Spatial resolution below 20 nm has
been demonstrated. Real-time imaging has been demonstrated for thermally activated
processes up to 1200'C [21-231, including changes in surface morphology, as shown in
Fig. 3 [241, and evolution of structure during epitaxial growth via metal deposition
[23,25-281 as shown in Fig. 4. Spectroscopic variations of LEEM allowing spatially
resolved compositional information (Auger Electron Emission Microscopy) and
magnetic information (Spin-Polarized Electron Microscopy) are possible with

corresponding loss of speed [20,291. In Plane-view TEM, the electron beam is directed

through a thinned sample, providing information about the top and bottom surfaces.
Surface sensitivity is obtained either through intensity variation due to differences in

sample thickness, phase contrast involving surface diffraction processes or by imaging
from bulk-forbidden beams. Imaging has been demonstrated with better than 2 run

lateral sensitivity, and improvements to the atomic scale are predicted [30-321. Imaging
under processing conditions of high temperature and gas-etching have been
demonstrated [331, as well as during in-situ growth [34,351. It is also possible to correlate
bulk structure, such as grain boundaries and inclusions, with surface structure (361.

Photo-electron Emission Microsconv (PEEM) [37-431

The contrast mechanisms in photo-electron emission microscopy are the
differential probability of excitation of photo-electrons due to variations in work
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fiuntion or in composition across the surface. PEEM thus uses an incident photon beam
of energy greater than about 5 eV to photo-excite electrons. To obtain imaging, the
sample is configured as an element in an immersion lens, as in LEEM, so that the
emitted phooelectrons can be collected and focused onto a detector. Imaging in PEEM
involves a trade-off between speed and resolution. The energy spread of photo-electrons

degrades the resolution, so that resolution of only about 200 rn has been obmrved when
there is no energy selection in the imaging optics. However, in this mode there is
sufficient signal, even using a laboratory-based UV source, to allow video-rate data
acquisition. The application of this technique to chemical adsorption has resulted in
significant advances in understanding the kinetics of chemical reaction processes as
illustrated in Fig. 5 [441. Addition of an energy analyzer allows improvements of spatial

resolution at the cost of signal-to-noise and thus the rate of data acquisition. This aspect

of PEEM is discussed under the heading "Spatilly Resolved Spectroscopy.

Scanning Tunneling MicrgMEcv (STM) [45-48]

In scanning tunneling microscopy, "an atomically sharp metal tip is employed as

a local probe which is scanned approximately 0.5 rnm above the surface. The tip either
collects or emits tunneling electrons (< 1 eV) through the vacuum tunneling barrier
between the tip and the sample. The tunneling current is fed directly into a

preamplifier, whose output is connected to feedback electronics that set the tunneling
current to a target value (typically about 0.1 nA) by controlling the tip-sample
separation with a piezo-actuator. The image is formed in a number of ways, e.g. by

mapping the feedback error signal, tunneling current, differential conductivity of the
tunneling gap, etc. as a function of the scanning position of the probe. Both topological
and electronic features on the surface give rise to the image contrast. In the most
common mode of operation, the constant current mode, the image is a real-space
contour of a constant electronic local density of states (LDOS) at the energy set by the
tip-sample bias voltage. Imaging by STM is usually non-destructive, although some
molecularly bonded surfaces or adsorbates may be sensitive to the tunneling current. It is
also possible to create/repair a surface vacancy or to move atoms with the probe tip. The

sample environment is quite variable (unlike the true microscopies discussed above): it

is possible to image in air, in UHV or in a liquid, and at temperatures ranging from 4K to
1300K"

" Lateral resoiution of less ta 0.3 nm, and vertical resolution of less than 0.01A

are attainable. The sources of the limitations on resolution in STM include first of all,
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the fundamental limit which is set by the spatial extent of the electronic wave function

in the vacuum region near the tip apex. This depends on both the structure and
chemistry of the surface and of the tip on the atomic scale. In practice, accuracy in the

probe positioning is affected by ambient vibrations, and limits both the vertical and

lateral resolution. The lateral resolution is also limited by thermal drift of the tip with

respect to the sample, non-linear piez response in the scan driver, and the finite

dynamic range of the piezo driver circuit.d

"Typical speeds of image acquisition are 10s for a 200x200 pixel image. However

with improvements in data acquisition hardware and software, rates up to 0.1s/imag

have been reported. The scanning speed is ultimately limited by the shot noise in the

tunneling current. However, the speed is usually limited by the lowest mechanical

resonance frequency of the scanning component (tip and the piezo actuator) [491." As

STM is a scanning technique, interpretation of kinetic results need to be evaluated
carefully to account for any changes in the image during the imaging time unlike the
true imaging techniques discussed above. Generally speaking, the high-resolution but
small-field of view data provided by STM provides an excellent complement to the lower
resolution but larger field of view dam of REM, LEEM and plane-view TEM.

With increasing speed of imaging, it is possible to observe rates of kinetic

processes directly, and with atomic resolution using STM. The formation of domain
structure [501, the motion of step edges [51] and of vacancies [521 have been observed in

this way and there is potential for observing the motion of individual atoms on terraces

[531. Such real-time measurements, combined with the increasing capability for imaging
at elevated temperatures, as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, will allow direct determination of
elementary steps in kinetic processes as well as quantitative determination of the
associated rate constants. The application of STM in studies of epitaxial growth in the

static mode has been amply demonstrated [54,551. Shadowing by the tip will, however,
present challenges in experimental design for in-situ studies of growth.

If.b Spatially Resolved Spectroscopy

A continuing important scientific problem is the correlation between structure

and function on surfaces. Thus it is very important to identify how physical structures

observed on surfaces influence properties such as reactivity, band bending, magnetism,

conductivity and many others. A very powerful development in this area of research is
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the increasing capability to measure such properties directly with spatial resolution

comparable to the resolution with which structural features can be observed. Such
capabilities are now realistically available in variants of Scanning Electron Microcopy

which allow chemical analysis via detection of Auger and selected secondary electron

(MIDAS), as well as determination of surface magnetism by using spin-polarized

detection (SEMPA). In addition PEEM provides the capabilities of spatially mapping
the chemical and electronic structure by selection of specific emission lines, while spin-

polarized LEEM allows a similar mapping of magnetic s nzctue. Finally, variants of

STM, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), scanning micr-cathodolumin Ice
and a more distant relative, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), provide
the opportunity to monitor a wide range of electronic and chemical properties with

atomic or near atomic resolution. Each of these techniques is described briefly below.

Microscone for Imaging. Diffrction and Analysis of Surfaces (MIDAS)[56-60]

The MIDAS facility at Arizona State University has developed outstanding

capabilities in spatially resolved imaging with chemical sensitivity, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The technique employed is based on scanning transmission electron microscopy optics

with through-the lens electron detection. The instrument can be used in either a

transmission or a reflection mode. The scanning electron beam used has a diameter of 1

run, compared to typical commercial SAM instruments which have a beam size of 50

rum. The resolution is also limited by inelastic delocalization and multiple scattering of

back-scattered electrons. Spatial resolution of 3 nm has been demonstrated in Auger

electron images by imaging boundaries between different materials on the surface.

Atomic lattice resolution has been obtained in the scanning transmission mode, so that
;r is possible to compare transmission images (at atomic resolution) of bulk defects with

chemical Auger electron images of features on the surface of a thin film. Since both the
STEM detector and the Auger electron spectrometer operate simultaneously, these

scanned images are in perfect registry. Other detectors supplying simultaneous
spectroscopic images include the secondary electron image and the transmitted electron

energy loss image.

Imaging can be performed by using the secondary energy analyzer set at one

specific energy band pass to allow elemental contrast in the structural images. In this
mode the rate of image formation can be 1 minute for low energy secondaries, and fifteen

minutes or a little slower for higher energy excitations due to noise limitations. Imaging
could also be performed in a mode in which a wide band spectrum is obtained at each



spot, allowing a complete elemental map of the surface to made. In this mode, the time
for obtaining an image would depend on the spectral range sampled. For a detailed
single-element Auger-electron map, a 256x2546 pixel image can now be obtained in 20
minute. The sensitivity of the instrument is such that clusters of as few as 20 silver
atoms can be detected with elemental specificity.

'A technique which combines the need for high speeds, high sample

temperarures and spectroscopic imaging is the scanning reflection imaging (SREM)
method [611. Here 100 keV electrons are used in the RHEED geometry, but a small sub-
nanometer sized probe is formed, and a portion of the resulting microdiffraction RHEED
pattern as used to form the scanned image. By stopping the probe, one obtains the
RHEED pattern at a known point in the SREM image, while in addition the X-ray
emission spectrum and energy loss spectrum may also be obtained from that image
region. The quality of the images has recently become almost competitive with REM,
whilst providing essential spectroscopic and chemical information. In principle an Auger
spectrometer could be fitted to this arrangement, in which the resolution is about the

same as REM (0.9 run). The method has proven powerful for analyzing the sources of
diffuse scattering in RHEED, since scattering from steps or phornns can be distinguished
by stopping the probe at surface steps and observing the micro-RHEED pattern [621."

OCarninn Electron Microscony with Polarizarion Analysis j63.671

Spatially resolved magnetic information can be obtained by analyzing the vector
components of the spin polarization of electrons emitted from a magnetic material. A
powerful method of doing this is to use a scanning electron microscopy coupled with
polarization-sensitive detectors. 'Scanning electron microscopy with polarization
analysis (SEMPA) measures the secondary electron spin polarization, that is the degree
of orientation of the electron magnetic moments that give rise to the magnetization in a
ferromagnetic material. The polarization measured in SEMPA is proportional to the
magnitude and direction of the magnetization at each point probed by the incident high
resolution SEM electron beam. The magnetization image is measured simultaneously
with the conventional topographic image but is independent of it. A spatial resolution
of 50 nim is obtained with an SEM with a LaB 6 cathode; 10-20 nm resolution can be

obtained with a field emission cathode. The resolution is limited by the requirement of
sufficient current in the SEM incident beam to compensate the low efFiciency of electron
spin polarization analysis. The surface sensitivity of SEMPA, of order 1 rnm, requires an
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ultrahigh vacuum environment to ensure that the secondary electrons measured are firom
the clean ferromagnetic surface, not from a contamination layer [681."

SEMPA has been applied to a range of systems including Fe, Co, Permalloy, TbFe
magneto optic recording media, hard disc recording media, magnetic insulawm with a
metal overcoat, and to magnetic multilayers. It has demonstrable future applicability in
both fundamental studies of magnetism and in practical applications such as high-density
magnetic storage devices. Implementation of high current field emission sources in the
SEM will allow the present imaging time of 1-1000s per image to be decreased.

Photo.elecon Emission Mirmsmn [38-431

As discussed in the section on real-time in-situ measurements, photo-electron

can be collected and focused to provide an image of the surface variations in work
function or composition. If the photo-electrons are not energy analyzed, the spatial
resolution of this technique is limited by chromatic aberrations, and specific information
as to the chemical species giving rise to the image contrast is not available. Using a
threshold emission technique, in which excitation of only a narrow energy band near the
work function edge is allowed, permits the spatial resolution to be increased to below 10
nm. However, to obtain spatially resolved spectroscopic information, it is necessary to
add an energy filter to the imaging optics. The corresponding decrease in signal
intensity has been compensated by using synchrotron radiation sources, which provide

the additional benefit of a tuamble photon energy, and extension of the spectral range
into the X. iay region. In the X-ray region, contrast mechanisms include both core-level
contrast and contrast due to extended absorption fine structure. Energy analysis can be
performed with multilayer mirror optics, zone-plate optics, or with electron lenses.
Resolution to 50 nm has been demonstrated for still images, and improvements in
resolution to 3nm are expected at the Advanced Light Source (ALS).

Variation in this technique include the use of circularly polarized X-riys to image
magnetic domains via magnetic chromatic X-ray dichroism, and the use of a scanning
technique, scanning photoemission electron microcopy which has demonstrated
resolution of 1 gm using threshold energies, and of 100 nm using soft X-ray core levels.

'-canned Probe Techniaues

As noted above, contrast in scanning tunneling microscopy is dependent on the

local density of states of the sample. Many workers have taken advantage of this fact to
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probe the local electronic structure of the surface by measuring the variation in
turneling current as a function of the applied tunneling voltage. These I-V curves
provide information about the surface electronic structure near the Fermi level, as well as
helping to interpret the contast mechanisms in the imaging. As would be expected,
measuring a spectrum at each point in the image greatly slows down imaging, so that
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) provides basically still images [47]. There are
many variants of STS which probe different electronic properties of the surface, and
which have specialized applications. Two of the most interesting emerging scanned
probe techniques provide information about the optical properties of surfaces. These are
scanning micro-cathodoluminescence (69-731 and near-field scanning optical
microscopy [74,751.

In micro-cathodoluminescence, the probe is a scanned tunneling tip as in
STM/STS. However, th.e detected signal is the number of photons emitted following
carrier recombination in the sample. This is accomplished by placing a fiber optic near
the scanning region and collecting the photons with into a photo-multiplier tube. Noise

is removed from the signal using lock-in detection. The resolution of the technique is
atomic scale in the point of electron injection by the tunneling tip, and nanoscale in the
area from which the resulting photons are emitted. The limitations on resolution are
similar to the STM with the additional limitation of thermal noise and PMT dark
current. Typical speed of image acquisition is 10-20 minutes, and is limited by the
minonty carrier recombination rate, which is dependent on acceptor density. The
technique has been applied to GaAs/AIGaAs multilayers and quantum wells. It has
potential in the study of nanostructures such as quantum wells, wires and dots,
heterostructures, and superlattices. In addition there is the potential for spectroscopic
evaluation of the nanostructure luminescence.

In near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [751 the traditional
wavelength limit of optical imaging is overcome. This is accomplished by replacing the
sharp metal tip of STM by "a tapered fiber optic tip coated by angle evaporation of
aluminum, leaving an aperture of approximately 20-80 run at the center of the tip. In
transmission when a laser is coupled to the free end of the fiber, the field propagates in
the fiber until the tapered tip becomes roughly the size of the wavelength of the light.

At this point the field becomes evanescent and some amount of it couples through the
aperture. The evanescent field gives rise to rapidly varying electric fields of high
intensity. If a sampie is brought close to the tip, there is a strong interaction of the light
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with a voume near the aperure. If the probe is scanned across the sample, an optical

image will be formed. The probe can similarly be used to collect light from the sample
under far-field illumination. The image contrast in this technique arises as a result of

spatial changes in the index of refraction of the sample. In addition, the rotation of the

polarization of the light can be measured, giving rise to contrast resulting from variations
in the local magnetic field in the sample. The resolution is limited by the dperture size,

with typical values between 151-500A. Resolution could be improved by lowering the

sie of the aperture. Howeve, _r winking the aperture also limits the amount of light
passing through the probe, limiting the signal detected. This problem could be reduced

by umproved coupling efficiency to the aperture. The rate of imaging is sample
depeideut, with the best values less than Is per 256x256 pixel image. The rate is

limited by the number of photons reaching the detector. The instrument can be

operated in vacuum, air or liquid environment, and has been applied to a large range of
systms including magnetic domains, biological samples, lithographic film exposure,
oclized specmiscopy of quantum well structures and florescence imaging. Promising

future applications include high density magneto-optic data storage, local semiconductor
spectoscopy, florescence imaging of biological samples, and high-resolution lithography

[491.6

UL Conclusions

The techniques described above provide the tools needed to make tremendous

advances in many areas and applications of surface science. In applying these tools,
which will provide fundamentally new types of information, it will be necessary to

develop the appropriate analyses to take advantage of the data. The paradigm for doing
this in th case of the real-time techniques is FIM [5,76,771, where careful statistical
analysis of many images coupled with good theoretical support for understanding the

mechanistic steps has led to fundamental advances in understanding. In addition, to

take advantage of the potential for in-situ measurements, serious attention to
instrumental design to allow imaging under real conditions will be needed: in this case
the previous e-ample of in-situ measurements using RHEED [78,79] will set the
standards. (Many of the problems associated with surface defects and the difficulties they
introduce into the interpretation of dynamical RHEED patterns are overcome in the

microdiffraction RHEED technique of Cowley, Hembree, Ichikawa and others [801.
Quantitative analysis depends on the development of energy filters, such as the Omega
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imaging filter.) Finally, in all of the techniques, but especially the spectrscopic

techniques, continuing work on uthe con•rast mechaisms will be needed
to interpret the mea mieme= correctly and appropriately. Important problems here

concern the need for the development of rapid ab mido quantum mechanical

computations for the low energy methods (STM, LEED etc.) in order to avoid

dependence on atomic potentials of dubious validity, and the problem of mixed multiple

elastic and inelastic scattering for the spectroscopic imaging methods. (It is not possible
at present to eliminate contrast due to elastic scattering from any of the inelastic
spectrocopic images).
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F'gure Captims

F I Field Ion Microscopy observations of the motion of individual Pt adaomms on
Pt(O01) wem used to determine mechanism and activation energies for
diffusion as a function of applied electric field. The mechanism of diffusio
changes from exchange diffusion and hopping diffusion between field strengths
of 1.25 and 1.5 VIA. Figure provided by Dr. 0. Kellogg of Sandia National

boatoies, Albuqu ue, and reproduced with pennminim [81].

Fig. 2 The application of REM to quantitative m et of kinetics of surface
diffuion has been demonstrated by mn - of step motion on Si(111) at

900'C. The upper panel is a REM image of a stepped Si surface at 9000C. The
dark lines are single atomic layer high steps. The average e step separation is
1400A. As indicated on the superimposed axes, because of the glancing
incidence of the electron beam, the dimension along the step edges is
approximately 35 times the perpendicular dimension. The lower panel shows
the time dependence of the position of a single point on one of the step edges
in Fig. 1. The data set was extracted from recordings of the REM images at
video-rates. The data were measured in the laboratory of Prof. J.J. Mtois, and

the figures are reproduced with permission [821.

Fig. 3 Real time observation of reversible faceting of a Si surface as observed by
LEEM. The images, approximately 4 pum in diameter, are of a vicinal Si( 111)

surface misoriented by4* toward the (211] direction, as it is quenched through
the (7x7)-to-(lx1) reconstructive transition. The bright regions are (7x7)
reconstructed facets, which form as the steps move together into closely spaced

bunches. The temperature of (a) is 851 ;C, the temperature of (b)-(f) is 848'C.
The time interval is 7.5 s between each of panels (a)-(d), and 37.5 s between
each of panels (d)-(f). Figure provided by Dr. R.J. Phaneuf, of U. of Maryland,
and reproduced with permission (241.

Fig. 4 The use of LEEM for in-situ studies of epitaxial growth is shown for deposition
of Ag on Si(111) at - 885 K. Panel a shows the clean surface. The
approximately vertical lines are mono-layer high steps. Panels b-d show the

conversion of the structure to a (3xl) overlayer with increasing Ag deposition.
The initial nuclei form as needle-shaped structures along three
crystallographically equivalent directions, and grow to cover the entire surface.
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The arrow in panel d indicates a region where the stcrucre is beginning to

convert to a (Nr3xj'3jR)R* swntre. Figure provided by Dr. R. Tromp of IBM
Research Laboratories, Yorktown Heights, and reproduced with permission
[831.

Rg. 5 The use of PEEM for in-situ studies of caalytic reacion is shown for the
axidation of CO on a Pt(1 10) surmfce. Kinetic instabilities lead to regions of
spat Iep l varinon, in this case the gmwt of a spiral wave. The dark
areas are regions covered with adsorbed oxygen atoms, while the bright areas
are regions covered with adsorbed CO molecules. The width of each image is

0.2 mm. T- 434 K, CO presure - 2.8x10"5 mbar, and 02 pressure - 3.0x10"4

mbar. The images were taken sequentially at times t - 0, 10, 21, 39, 56, and 74
sec. Figure provided by Dr. H.H. Rotermund of the Fritz-Haber lnstut, Berlin,
and reproduced with permission [841.

Fig. 6 The use of STM to measure the kinetics of surface diffusion with atomic
resolution has been demonstrated by measurement of step motion on Si(001)

at 245°C. The upper set of panels, a-d, show four sequential 300x300A 2

images, each requiring only 15s for acquisition. The images show step
rearrangement events occurring between images. The lower panel, shows a
statistical analysis of approximately 750 sites, giving the probability of
observing a given step column changing in position by an increment Ah
between sequential images. The data indicate an effective activation energy of
1.4 eV for the observed four-atom-unit event. Data taken by N. Kitamura and
figures provided by Prof. M.G. Lagally of University of Wisconsin, Madison,

and reproduced with permission (85).

Fig. 7 Real time observation of phase coexistence at the temperature of the first-
order reconstructive transition of Si( 111), as measured by STM. The 49x40
rnm 2 image was measured at 11401. Domains of 7x7 reconstruction nucleating

at a step edge (near the right side) are clearly shown. The left-hand side is
higher than the right-hand side. The schematic below illustrates the locations

of the 7x7 unit cells observed in the image. Figure provided by Dr. K. Miki of
NTT laboratories, and reproduced with permission [861.
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ft8 Energy selected sandary elecron images of Ag islands grown on a Si astrate
reveal 7 nm resltim ting the M%80% edge resolution criterinm. The
upper two panel are enegy selxectd sec ary electron images, the Ag MNN
Auger electron inensity map derived from those im2 and biased secondary
electron imag wre shown in the lower two panels. Beam current 1.5 nA, 20
mr. acquisiti time for energy selected images; 0.3 nA, I min. for b-SEm.
Figure provided by Dr. G.G. Hembree of Arizona State University, and

reproduced with peradsion 1871.

Fig 9 SEMPA image of a the ma .tzation in an Fe laye covering a varying
thicess Cr film (wedge) grown on a Fe(100) single-crystal whisker submtrate.
White regiomns cm pond to magnetization to the right, and black regions to
magnetization to the lefL The short period oscillation is due to a ranition
between fe rroanetic and andfxrromagnetic exchange as the intervering Cr
film tce chang by units of two layers. The arrows mark the Cr
intelayer thickness in atomic layers, where phase slips in the ma ition
oscillations occur due to the incommenuability of the Cr spin-density wave.

Figure reproduced with permission [881.
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Table I: List of invited speakers at the Workshop on New and Emerging Techniques for
Imaging Surfces.

Name Technique

PA. Bennemtt STM

Arizona State University

P.I. Cohen RHEED

University of Minnesota

J. Murray Gibson Plane-View TEM

University of Illinois

M.G. Lagally STM

University of Wisconsin-Madison scanning microcathodoluminescence

G.L Kellogg FEM

Sandia National Laboratories. Albuouerque

LD. Marks Plane-View TEM

Northwestern University_

1.J Phaneuf LEEM
University of Marviand

D.T. Pierce SEMPA

National Institute of Standards and Technology

REH. Rotermund PEEM

Fritz-Haber Instirut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft

J.C.H. Spence MIDAS
Arizona State University

B. Tonner PEEM

University of Wisconsin-Madison '_,

J.K. Trauinan NFSOM

AT&T Bell Laboratories

R. Tromp LEEM

IBM-Yorktown Heighta

LH. Venekiasen LEM
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